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East to West Boundaries: East River to Sixth Ave. North to South Boundaries: A classic New York
neighborhood with a contemporary vibe. A healthy and diverse mix of long-time residents and newcomers.
The elegant buildings and lovely streets offer the upscale feel of the Upper East Side, but are more convenient
to Downtown. Established professionals take root in the luxury condo buildings spread across the
neighborhood and enjoy the quiet, peaceful environs in the parts closer to the East River. A convenient
neighborhood in the center of Manhattan that provides A-list cultural attractions and easy access to anywhere
in the city. From the world-renowned shopping of Fifth Avenue to people-watching at Rockefeller Center,
Midtown East is filled to the brim with picture-postcard New York City moments. The nexus of the
neighborhood is Grand Central Station, one of the most historic landmarks of public transportation in the
country. Besides shuttling visitors away on weekend escapes, Grand Central is also home to the
foodie-friendly Grand Central Market, plus iconic restaurants including the Grand Central Oyster Bar and
Campbell Apartment cocktail bar. Vibrant and bustling, with all the best of Manhattan living mere steps from
your front door. Bryant Park is a popular hub in Midtown no matter the time of year. During the summer,
people gather for yoga classes, outdoor movie screenings, and picnics. Come winter, neighbors spend
afternoons ice skating here. Along the river in the East 40s, Tudor City is a highly sought-after complex of
quiet residential towers with its own serene private green spaces. The non-stop party atmosphere of trendy
Downtown neighborhoods. Michelin-starred eateries like Daniel and The Modern are plentiful. A mix of new
development luxury condos and prestigious co-ops, plus more affordable walk-up rentals. With an array of of
stately prewar towers and sleek full-service high-rises, there are lots of options in Midtown East, particularly
at the higher end of the market. Classic townhouses provide even more options for spacious luxury homes.
Beyond the luxury condo and coop buildings, renters will find plenty of options, particularly in the Turtle Bay
section east of Lexington Avenue. The city skyline and waterfront vistas, best seen from above. While
Midtown East is best known for being in the center of everything, for many residents the prime appeal is the
tranquil setting along the East River. Many high-rise towers offer views stretching out over the river to
Queens, up to the Ed Koch Queensboro Bridge, and across the skyline of Midtown Manhattan. A popular
amenity in the neighborhood is a rooftop deck offering sweeping views.
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New inventory flows in literally all day, as do throngs of customers. Despite its often elbow-to-elbow aisles,
the store is worth a visitâ€”just aim to go on a weekday morning to take advantage of its bargains before the
crowds appear. Corso Como is the latest shopping mall iteration for the area, and this one will be a bit chicer,
as it is curated by Carla Sozzani, a former editor of Italian Vogue magazine. In recent years, a number of
outdoor markets have popped up in this neighborhood, making the outdoor scene quite lively. For store
directories, visit www. The fish and herbal markets along Canal, Mott, Mulberry, and Elizabeth streets are fun
for their bustle and exoticaâ€”as well as for the handful of Italian joints still hanging on from the Little Italy
days. It can be a fun browse, but quality is questionable, and usually so are the sellersâ€”and remember to
bargain before busting out your wallet! Also, skip the bootleg perfumes and softwareâ€”these are stolen
goods, and you will be disappointed with the product. Perhaps the best matrix of Chinatown shops are the side
streets tucked south of Canal, between Mott Street and the Bowery. Under a vintage pressed-tin ceiling, the
shop sells good-quality Chinese toys, kits, and lanterns. In , the Canal Street Market opened. It is half food
hall, and half stands of individual NYC-based artisans who make all sorts of cute and coy goods, from unusual
perfumes, to jewelry, to housewares. We were also pleased to welcome back Pearl River Mart in , a mega
store for all things Asianâ€”silk goods, chopsticks, bling bling phone case holders and more. There are a
handful of old-fashioned lingerie really girdle , leather goods, shoes, linens, and fabrics on the bolt shops. But
the street today is mostly a hipster haunt, filled with art galleries, designer-owned tiny boutiques, craft beer
emporiums and lots of bars and restaurants. However, Bowery between Kenmare St. F to Delancey St. Or you
can preview the list and learn all things LES online at www. SoHo Over the past few decades SoHo has gone
from undiscovered to uber-fashionable. But the fact is, no neighborhood rivals the ambiance here. And by the
way, you can still buy original art direct from the artists lined up on Spring, Prince, and other high-traffic side
streets right outside designer storefronts. But one longstanding hipster fave, Yellow Rat Bastard, Broadway
tel. There also are several hot galleries along West Broadway and sprinkled throughout SoHo. You can find a
full list of shops and galleries most are closed Monday at www. Elizabeth and neighboring Mott and Mulberry
streets are dotted with stylish shops between Lafayette Street and the Bowery, below Houston to Kenmare.
Nolita is the cousin of SoHoâ€”making it cute and not cheap. Its curb-to-curb boutiques are largely the
province of shopkeepers specializing in high-quality fashion-forward products. Calypso, Mott St. Nolita is
also an accessories bonanza; stop in at Erica Weiner , Elizabeth St. Frankly, just cruising the blocks will do the
trick in this area. There are too many fabulous shops to list. The East Village The East Village has long
personified bohemian hip, though many New Yorkers would argue the area, with its shiny new condos, has
been engulfed by gentrification. The easiest subway access is the no. The strip between Third and Second
avenues, however, is a permanent street market with countless T-shirt stands, tattoo parlors, and boho jewelry
storefronts. Beyond endless sunglasses and hat stands, here used-record and rock-memorabilia collectors can
have a field day. For chi-chi stuff, walk on East 9th Street, between Second Avenue and Avenue A, to find an
increasingly smart collection of boutiques, clothing, and otherwise. We especially like the clothes of
independent designer Meg , E. That same strip also draws shopping hawks circling for vintage duds, which are
bountiful in the East Village. Cobblestones, East 9th St. And if you enjoy sake, Sakaya E. It has grown into
something of an Antiques Row, especially strong in furniture. Prices are high, but so is quality. The stretch to
stroll is between 8th Street to the north and Spring Street to the south. Greenwich Village The West Village is
great for browsing and gift shopping. Specialty bookstores and record stores, antiques and craft shops, and
gourmet food markets dominate. But the biggest shopping boom of late has happened on Bleecker Street west
of Sixth Avenue. In between are vintage stores, guitar shops, and a sprinkling of artsy boutiques. The Ink Pad
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tel. The Village is full of adorable, locally owned storefronts like this one. These elegant stores stood in huge
cast-iron buildings that eventually were abandoned. Fortunately, the past decade has seen those grand
structures transform into to new superstores. The Meatpacking District has also zoomed from quaint to hot and
some say over in no time, with such fashion emporiums as Jeffrey New York , W. In November and
December, the Square also partly turns into a pop-up mall with the Holiday Market, brimming with
handcrafted art, jewelry, gifts, clothes, and everything else. And then, certo, there is Eataly , at the stately
northwest corner of Broadway and Fifth Avenue. A long block over on Seventh Avenue, not much goes on in
the grimy, heavily industrial Garment District. Better to stick with buying souvenir trinkets and T-shirts at
these joints. One of the more interesting is Scent Elate, W. Find out more at www. Wander over to 42nd Street
to hit the big-name shops, like Lids, a chain that carries the official on-field baseball cap of every single
major-league baseball team, and what seems like every variation, too. In addition, a good number of
mainstream retailers, such as Uniqlo and Banana Republic, have flagships along Fifth, shifting the breadth of
higher-end shopping to Madison Avenue north of 59th Street. You will find a number of big-name, big-ticket
designers radiating from the crossroads, including Versace, Chanel, Dior, and Cartier. Uptown Madison
Avenue Madison Avenue from 57th to 79th streets boasts the most expensive retail real estate in the world.
Bring lots of plastic. The luxury boutiques of Madison Avenue will be happy you stopped by if only to peruse
their treasures, and maybe even discover a bargain in the racks. Still further south, the Shops at Columbus
Circle features not only some of the biggest and priciest names in retail, but also offer shopping with a view of
Central Park. The heart of this shopping thoroughfare is between St. Also sprinkled among the big names are
stores that represent the unique Harlem character. Hip-hop boutiques are mainstays, including two locations of
Jimmy Jazz, and W. And with plenty more shopping to be found on side streets, you can also do a little online
browsing to zero in on specific shops or merchandise at www. In recent years, Park Slope became officially
great shopping territory, lined with endless adorable and diverse, independently owned retailers selling unique
wares. The main action is along Fifth and Seventh avenues, both starting from Flatbush Avenue all the way
down to about 15th Street. Its off-shoot Smorgasburg www. This information was accurate when it was
published, but can change without notice. Please be sure to confirm all rates and details directly with the
companies in question before planning your trip.
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By subway[ edit ] Greenwich Village is served by many subway lines: The 4, 5, 6, and Q lines also serve
Union Square. By bus[ edit ] The double-decker tour buses whisk their way up 6th Ave, but why not take an
MTA bus , get off, and do your own tour? There is also the M7, which has its downtown terminus on 14th St
and Broadway, just south of Union Sq. There are also crosstown buses: The M14 goes across 14th St. The M8
goes west on 9th and Christopher Sts, east on 10th and 8th Sts. The M14 is by far the most frequent at all
hours. There is also a crosstown bus on Houston St, the M21, but it runs fairly infrequently and tends to get
backed up in traffic, so it is not recommended if there is a good alternative. The M21 does not run between
approximately midnight and 6AM. See the MTA website [25] for more information. On foot[ edit ] A
tree-lined street in Greenwich Village If you are close enough to walk to the Village, do it. Walking is the best
way to experience the character of neighborhoods in Manhattan and the contrast and continuity between them.
Many people also ride along city streets in this neighborhood, many of which are pretty quiet side streets. The
park and the famous arch is located in the heart of the Village. Though located in the middle of an affluent
neighborhood, the park attracts a hodgepodge of people. The gallery is operated by the Westbeth Artists
Residents Council. Still has several live acts each night for little or no cover charge. Extremely intimate bar
atmosphere. Presents a great lineup of jazz performers in a quiet room except for the music that has good
acoustics. Also has a lineup of famous jazz and blues performers. A great place to hear excellent jazz at low
prices. Terra Blues is a modern-day Blues saloon in the heart of Greenwich Village. Each night begins at 7pm
with an acoustic set, and is followed by a full electric band at 10pm. Having served up great music and good
spirits for over 20 years, Terra Blues is a Greenwich Village fixture that will be here for 20 more. The oldest
tour in Greenwich Village, and best researched. Keeping the history and inspiration of the village alive, while
becoming an historic mainstay itself. One of them is located on Carmine St. Best place in the city to buy
hardcore, metal, industrial, punk, and alternative records. A local independent bookstore, this microscopic yet
utterly delightful place is the essence of Greenwich Village, with an extremely knowledgeable and passionate
staff. There are also some well-known upscale restaurants in the neighborhood. A popular local pizza
restaurant with an "old-time" theme, serving coal oven pizza with a lightly charred, crispy crust. There is often
live jazz. Describes itself as "a quintessential corner of England in the heart of Greenwhich Village", typically
English meals are available here perfect for the Anglophile or homesick Brit! Reserve a month in advance or
stand on line before opening time 5: Babbo is one of the hardest restaurants to get a reservation at in New
York, which should indicate something about its popularity. An upscale American restaurant known for its
fresh ingredients and subtlety. Call ahead for reservations. The pizzeria in the Batali chain. Prices are much
cheaper here than at Babbo, but the entire concept of the restaurant is different, so take it for what it is. The
antipasti and gelati as well as the pizza are well thought of. Excellent vegetarian soul food, organic wines. This
is a very good, relatively informal, mid-priced eatery, with a good and fair-priced wine list. Every fan has their
own favorite dishes. First-timers may want to share several smaller dishes instead of having full meals, in
order to sample the cuisine, but the primi and secondi are also worthy. The excellent Tartufo is their best
dessert. Reservations recommended; otherwise, you may have a long wait. A classic New York pizza place - a
gritty joint with brick oven, thin crust pizza. The lines are often long but the service is fast. Whole pies only,
no slices. Cash and travelers checks only. A very popular corner pizza joint that serves huge, thin crust slices
fresh out of the oven. The hotel offers on-site fine dining and stylish accommodations at a central New York
City location. This hotel offers art deco styled furnishings and complimentary internet access at the lobby bar
and considers itself a haven for writers, artists and visitors.
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One of the Hopper farmhouses, built in for John Hopper the younger, stood near 53rd Street and Eleventh
Avenue; christened "Rosevale" for its extensive gardens, it was the home of the War of veteran, Gen. Garrit
Hopper Striker, and lasted until , when it was demolished. The site was purchased for the city and
naturalistically landscaped by Samuel Parsons Jr. Before long, cattle ferried from Weehawken were being
driven along the unpaved route to slaughterhouses on the East Side. Unity with the city and deterioration[ edit
] This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. The track ran at a steep grade up
Eleventh Avenue, as far as 60th Street. The tenements that were built became overcrowded quickly. Many
who lived in this congested, poverty-stricken area turned to gang life. At the start of the 20th century, the
neighborhood was controlled by gangs, including the violent Gopher Gang led by One Lung Curran and later
by Owney Madden. It became known as the "most dangerous area on the American Continent". After the
repeal of Prohibition , many of the organized crime elements moved into other rackets, such as illegal
gambling and union shakedowns. The postwar era was characterized by a flourishing waterfront, and
longshoreman work was plentiful. By the end of the s, however, the implementation of containerized shipping
led to the decline of the West Side piers and many longshoremen found themselves out of work. It was not
until the early s that widespread gentrification began to alter the demographics of the longtime working-class
Irish American neighborhood. First wave of gentrification[ edit ] Special Clinton zoning district[ edit ] Eighth
Avenue was once lined with porn stores and theaters. The stores have been mostly gone since the late s, but
this particular store, which was highlighted in the film Phone Booth , remained until Javits Convention Center
was approved for a 44th Street site that would replace piers 84 and But in exchange, and after the defeat of a
bond issue that would have funded a 48th Street "people mover," [28] the City first abandoned the rest of the
â€”70 master plan [29] and then gave the neighborhood a special zoning district to restrict further
redevelopment. Later, in , when the city could not afford to construct the 44th Street convention center, the
Mayor and Governor chose the rail yard site originally proposed by the local community. R-7 density, 6-story
height limit on new buildings, suggested average apartment size of two bedrooms this was a response to the
fact that between and developers had torn down 2, family-sized units and replaced them with 1, smaller units.
Eighth Avenue, 42nd and 57th Streets. Bulkier development permitted to counterbalance the downzoning in
the preservation area. Tenth and Eleventh Avenues between 43rd and 50th Streets. Mixed residential and
manufacturing. New residential development only permitted in conjunction with manufacturing areas. Later
combined into "Other Areas". West of Eleventh Avenue. Industrial and waterfront uses. Later combined with
"Mixed Use Area" Special permits are required for all demolition and construction in the SCD, including
demolition of "any sound housing in the District" and any rehabilitation that increases the number of dwellings
in a structure. In the original provisions. Windermere[ edit ] Windermere Apartments at 57th and Ninth As the
gentrification pace increased, there were numerous reports of problems between landlords and tenants. The
most extreme example was the eight-story Windermere complex at the southwest corner of Ninth Avenue and
57th Street. Built in , it is the second-oldest large apartment house in Manhattan. Weissman, tried to empty the
building of its tenants. According to former tenants and court papers, rooms were ransacked, doors were
ripped out, prostitutes were moved in, and tenants received death threats in the campaign to empty the
building. As of May , seven tenants remained [35] and court orders protecting the tenants and the building
allowed it to remain in derelict condition even as the surrounding neighborhood was experiencing a dramatic
burst of demolition and redevelopment. Finally, in September , the fire department evacuated those remaining
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seven residents from the building, citing dangerous conditions, and padlocked the front door. Both the state
and the city hoped that the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center would renew the area. No changes to the zoning
policy happened until , when the city rezoned a small segment of 11th Avenue near the Javits Center. Elad,
which formerly owned the Plaza Hotel , is in the process of building The Link, a luxury story building. The
most prominent real estate project in the area is the Hudson Yards Redevelopment Project , which will include
over 45 million square feet of commercial and residential development, a renovation of the Jacob K. Covering
an area of Hispanic or Latino of any race were The neighborhood does not have many parks or recreational
areas, though smaller plots have been converted into green spaces. Since they mostly work at night in the local
theatres, they took time to create a garden in what was then a rubble-strewn lot on West 48th Street between
Ninth and Tenth avenues. Given the lower costs in the past and its proximity to Broadway theatres , the
neighborhood is a haven for aspiring actors. This is due in large part to the Actors Studio on West 44th at
which Lee Strasberg taught and developed method acting. With the opening of the original Improv by Budd
Friedman in , the club became a hangout for singers to perform but quickly attracted comedians, as well,
turning it into the reigning comedy club of its time. Once located near West 44th Street and Ninth Avenue, it
has since shuttered, replaced by a restaurant. Manhattan Plaza at 43rd Street between Ninth and Tenth
Avenues was built in the s to house artists. In , it moved from its quarters at 54th Street and Tenth Avenue to a
new studio in the neighborhood, at Eleventh Avenue, between 51st and 52nd Streets. The 54th and 10th
location was used for The Colbert Report throughout its entire run from until Restaurant Row , so called
because of the abundance of restaurants, is located on West 46th Street between Eighth and Ninth Avenues.
There are more restaurants and food carts and trucks on Tenth Avenue between 43rd and 47th Streets,
including Hallo Berlin. USS Intrepid Museum[ edit ].
5: Hell's Kitchen, Manhattan - Wikipedia
best ebooks Village Voice Guide To Manhattans Hottest Shopping Neighborhoods. This is Village Voice Guide To
Manhattans Hottest Shopping Neighborhoods the best ebook that you can.

6: Shopping in NYC, New York City Shopping
New York City's five boroughs consist of neighborhoods, according to the official designations of the Department of City
Planning, from Allerton in the east Bronx to Yorkville in Manhattan.

7: Gramercy Park guide, moving to Manhattan | StreetAdvisor
Greenwich Village Washington Square Park is a people-watcher's paradise. Musicians, sunbathers, skateboarders, dog
owners, pickup chess warriors and NYU students all hang out around the historic fountain in the shadow of the arch,
often used as a location in films and televisions shows.

8: Manhattan/Greenwich Village - Wikitravel
Village Voice Guide To Manhattans Hottest Shopping Neighborhoods Super teacher telling time quarter hours Lollipop
Logic Grades K 2 Book Lolcat Bible In Teh Beginnin.

9: East Village (New York City) - All You Need to Know BEFORE You Go (with Photos) - TripAdvisor
Greenwich Village, NYC is home to a bevy of beloved institutions, dives and eateries. The spirit of rock & roll is alive at
Cafe Wha?, where Jimi Hendrix and Bob Dylan used to jam.
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